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ON C.P-MODULES AND ANNIHILATOR SUBMODULES 

By Kim Ju Pil 

1. Introduction 

As usual, a ring R is called a lelt p. p-서ng if every principal left ideal of R 

is projective. In this paper, we define a left R-module M is c.p-module if every 

cyclic submodule of M is projective. R. Ware said RM is regular if M is projec

tive and every cyclic submodule of M is a direct summand of M. Hence c.p

module is a generalization of p. p-ring and regular module. 

Throughout R will represent an associative ring with identity, and R-modules 

are unitary. For a subset S of 마([， I(S)={rεRlrS=O}. Recall that the left 

singular submodule of RM is Z(M) = {zεM 1/ (z) is large in RR}. M is called 

sz"ngttlar (resp. non-sz"ngular) if Z(M)=M(resp. Z(M)=O). For left R-modulc 

M , and any subset T of R , define r M(T) = {m드MITm=O}. Note that rM(T) is 

not necessarily submodule of M. If any submodule N of M is the form rM(T) 

for some subset T of R. N is called ann z"hz"lator submodule of M. 

LEMMA 1. 1/ 1 Z"S a η~.ght z"deal 01 R , then rM(I) Z"S a submodule 01 M lor 

aχy lelt R-modttle 11ι. 

PROOF. Let rεR， xεrM(I)， then l(rx) = (Ir)xζIx=O. Hence rxEr M(I). 

LEMMA 2. 1/ N Z"S a sμbmodμle 01 RM. theκ r M(l (N)) z"s also submodule 01 M. 

PROOF. Since I(N) is an ideal [6, p.417, Theorem 1.4. ], r M (l (N)) is a 

submodule of M by Lemma 1. 

LEMMA 3. For any left R-module M , M=rM (l(M)). 

PROOF •. If M~rM(l(M))， there exists an x in M such that x줄rM (l(M)). So 

I(M)x낯Oand since I(M)CI(x) , we have l(x)x~O. But this is contradicts to 

/(x)x=O. 

LEMM:A4~ .. 1/1 is a large submodule 01 RM, then (I: x) R= {rεRI rxEI} Z"S 
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large iη RR for aηy X of M. 

PROOF. Let K be a non-zero left ideal of R. If Kx=O, then KxCI and so 

KcCI: X)R' Hence KnCI: X)R~O. If Kx~O， then KxnI~O since 1 is large in 

M. Hence there exists a kx(즐0) in I , where kεK. Thus k( ~O)εCI: x)RnK. 

A submodule A of a module M is said to be a closed sμbmodμle of M if A 

has no proper large extensions inside M , that is, if N is a submodule of M 

and A is large in N , then A=N. 

LEMMA 5. RM z's non-sz"ngular zJ and o1Z1y if I(S) is closed in RR for any 

subset S of M. 

PROOF. ( >). Let S is a subset of M and I(S) is large in N , where N is 

a left ideal of R. For any nεN， (l (S): n)R is large in RR by Lemma 4. Since 

(l(S) : 써RnS=O， nSCZ(M). By hypothesis, nS=O and so nεI(S). Therefore 

N=I(S). 

(수=). If xεZ(M)， then there exists a large left ideal L such that Lx=O. 

Since L is contained in l(x) , l(x) is large in RR. But l(x) is closed in RR by 

hypothesis. 80 l(x)=R and we have x=O. 

2. c. p-modules 

A ring A( ~O) is called a left(resp. rz'ght) s-unz"tal ring if aεAa(resp. aE 

aA). 

LEMMA 6. If F z's a 껴~.nz"te sκbset of a right s-zenz"tal ring (resp. an s-tenital 

ring) A , then there exz"sts an element e z"n A such that ae=a(resp. ea=ae=a) for 

all a of F. 

PROOF. [1, Theorem 1]. 

THEOREM 1. The following statements are eqztz"vale1Zt: 

(1) Rm is projective left R-module for any m 01 RM. 

(2) l(m) is a direct szemmand 01 RR lor any ηZ of 마1. 

(3) Rm is isomoγphic to a dz"rect summand 01 RR for any m 01 아1. 

(4) Rm is Ilat and l(m) is li쩌tely generated lelt idealol R lor any m 01 화1. 

PROOF. (1) ==> (2). 8ince Rm르R/l(m)， it is obvious. 

(2) ==> (3). I(m)=I(e), e=e2εR by [10, Theorem 2]. Hence Rm르R/l(m) = 
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R/l(e):즈Re. 

(3) ~ (1). RM is projective if and only if it is isomorphic to a direct sum

mand of a free module [4, p.84, Corllary]. Hence Rm is projective for any m 

of RM since RR is f ree. 

(4) > (2). R/l(m)르Rm is a fIat left R-module if and only if l(m) is a right 

s-unital ring [1 , Proposition 1]. Let l(m)=Ra1 +Ra2+"'+Ran(ajεR)， then by 

Lemma 6 there exists an element e in l(m) such that aje=aj for all i=l, 2, . 
n. That is l(m) has right identity, hence l(m) is a direct summand of RR by 

[10, Theorem 2]. 

(2) > (4). Since every projective module is fIat, it is obvious. 

We call 마1 satisfying the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1 c.p-modμle. 

Examples of c. p-modules. 

(1) Left p.p-ring is a special case of c.p-module since every c.p. module 바f 

is a lcft ρ.p-ring when R=M. 

(2) Every regular module is c.p-module [7, proposition 2.1]. 

THEOREM 2. Let RM is c. p-module, the l' 

(1) M is 1Zo1t-singzelm". 

(2) Soc M is projective. 

(3) Every submodule 01 RM is c.p-modzele. 

PROOF. (1). Let m( ~O) is an clement of λ1， then there exists a left ideal 

] of R such that l(m)밍] =R. Since l(m)~R， ] ~O. So l(m) is not large left 

ideal of R, that is m풍Z(M). 

(2). Since soc M is a direct sum of simple submodulcs of M , every simple 

module is cyclic, we have soc M is a direct sum of cyclic submodules of M. 

By hypothcsis and [4, p.82, Proposi tion 3], soc M is projective. 

(3). TriviaI. 

COROLLARY 1. In lelt p.p-η·ηg R , soc(RR) is a direct Sμmmand 01 R R 11 

aηd only 11 soc(RR) is liηitely generated right ideal 01 R. 

PROOF. Sincc R is left non-singular ring, (RIsoc(RR))R is fIat [5, p. 37, Exer

cises 24]. Hencc soc(RR) is a left s-unital ring [1 , Proposition 1]. So soc(RR) 

is a direct summand of R R if and only if soc(RR) is finitely generated right 

jdca\ of R. 
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'1、HEOREM 3. {RMj} _ is c.þ-module for cach i드1 il aηd only z1 L그 lk!; is 
1εl ι iEI. ,. 

c. þ-module. 

이. Let XεEMi， thenx=x, +X/ 4-----l-X; , XiεM，， j=1, 2, · ·, 
iEI . ‘ ! ‘ 2 ‘’ ‘ l ‘ 

PROOF. ( 

n. Then Rx=Rxi ,(J)Rxi,(f)'''(f)Rxi; Since each RXij is projective. Rx is also pro-

JectJve. 

(승=). Trivial. 

LEMMA 7. 11 R is a lelt þ. ρ-7iκg， !hen soc(RR) is aκ z'demþote,'zl ideal. 

PROOF. Since thc class of all non-singular left R-modules is closed under 

submodule [5. p.32, Proposition 1. 22(a)1, Z(soc(RR)) =0. Hence soc(soc(RR)) 

=soc(RR)sOC(RR) [5, p.35, Corollary 1. 23]. So that we have soc(RR) =(soc( 

RR))2. 

LEMMA 8. 1/ the ! acobson radical !(R) 01 a η·ηg R is Þγojective， theμ R z's 

semiþrimitive. 

PROOF. If !(R) is non-zero, then !U(R))=!(R)!(R). But this contradicts 

to !(R)!(R) =;ó;!(R). 

LEMMA 9. 1/ RM is c.þ-module. then the Ì1zte1'section 01 all maximal sub

ηIOdules 01 soc(RR)M (denoted by !(soc(RR)M) is !(R)socM. 

PROOF.Since RM is non-singular, socM=sOC(RR)M, and !(R)socM= 

!(socM) from the fact that socM is projcctivc. Hence we have !(soc(RR)M) 

=!(socM) =!(R)socM. 

3. AnitiMlator submodules 

A left R-mod.ule M is laithlul if l(m) =0. 

THEOREM .4. 11 N is a ηzaximal submodzele 01 RM, then N is elther aκnihi

lator submodule 01 M or I(N) =1(M) , but 1tot both. 

PROOF .. , Since l(N)N=O, NcrM(l(N)) By maximality of N , N=rj'v!(l(N)) 0 1' 

r M(l (N)):=Mbut not both. If rM(l(N))=M, then I(N)M=O. SO we have I(N) 

ζI(M). But I(M)CI(N) since NCM. so that I(N)=I(M).Next, if N=rM(S) 

for some subset S ol· R, then SN=O aml so N=7J(S)그r.l1 (l(N)). Hence r M (l(N)) 
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=;6M. If I(N)=I(M), then M=rM(l(M))=rM(I(N)) =;6M , a contradictiün. 

COROLLARY 2. If M is a maximal left idealof R , 
z-deal of R or M is faithμ1 as a left R-modμle. 

then M is ez'ther two sz'ded 

PROOF. Either M=rM(l (M)) or I(M)=I(N). Since I(M) is an ideal and 

I(R)=O, M is two-sided or I(M)=O. 

THEOREM 5. The followz'ng statements m'e eqzez'valent: 

(1) R is a regzelar ring. 

(2) Every cyclic R-modzele is p-injective. 

(3) Eνeγy semisz·ηzple R-modzele t's p-t'njective. 

PROOF. (1) 수=> (2). [2, Theorem 2] 

(3) > (2). Let M be a cyclic R-module, then M is simple ancl 50 semisim-

ple. Hence M is p-injective. 

(1) ==> (3). Trival. 

THEOREM6. The following statments aγe eqzez'valent: 

(1) R is comp!etely reduáble. 

(2) R is left 1l0n-singzelar and every la l'ge left ideal is left αtwihilator. 

(3) R is a semi-þrime η·1zg zιiose large left ideals are left annihilator. 

(4) R is a semi-prime riηg ωιose maximal left ideals are left annzJlûator. 

(5) R is a left V-ring whose maximal left ideals are left a;mihilator. 

(6) R is a f.κlly left idempotent rillg whose maxiηzα1 left ideals al'e left 

annihil ator. 

(7) R is a riglzt V-η~'ng whose ma.r:imal left ideals are left a1Z uilziμtoγ. 

(8) R is a η~'ght p-V -ring whose 1η :z xiiJZ 21 left ideals are left amzihil‘ztor. 

(9) R is a right p-V-ring whose large left ideals al'e left anηilν la/or. 

(10) Every cyclic R-module z's pγojective. 

(11) Eveγy R-module is non-singzelar. 

(12) Every simple R-ηzodzele is ηon-sillgze! ar. 

(13) Every semisimple R-module I'S projectz've. 

(14) Every semisimple R-module is z'njective. 

(2) ’ -(9)' The right-Icft analogues of (2)-(9). 

PROOF. Thc impIications (1) >(7) >(8) and (11) >(12) are obvious. (8) 

:>(1). Every right p-V-ring is fully right idcmpotent and every fully right 

idempotcnt ring is a Jcft non-singular [1, Proposition 6 and 7]. So every max-
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imal left ideal is not large since every annihilator is c10sed in RR by Lemma 5. 

Thus R is completely reducible. 

(9)~(1). Since R is left non-singular, R has no proper large left ideal. 

Therefore R is completely reducible. 

(1O)~(1). For any maximalleft ideal M of R, R M is a simple R-module. 

Since every simple R-module is cyclic, R/M 's projective and so M is a direct 

summand of R. 
(12) >(1). Since every simple R-module is either singular or projective [5, 

Proposition 1. 24] , R/M is projective for any maximal left ideal M of R. Hence 

R is complctely reduciblc. 

(13) >(1). Lct A be an any simple R-mo c1ule, thcn A is semisimple and so 

projective. Hence every simple R-modulc is projective. 

(14) >(1). [9, Theorem 3.2]. 

(1) >(9), (1) >(10) , (1) >(13). (1)=二>(14) are trivial. 

(1) >(11). If R is complctely rcducible, every R-modulc is completely I t;

duciblc and so every R-module is a c.p-module. Hence every R-module is non

singular from Theorem 2. 
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